
€tHtoR1aL comments 
The Minnesota English Journal is late. Very late. While 

this is the first issue of the academic year 1975-1976, we 
are now well into 1976. But the second issue of this school 
year should be in time for the Spring Conference. It will 
focus on censorship. 

we Look Before and After 
By MARGARET J. EARLY 

Syracuse University 

1 S t ber for a title 
When Donna McBrian asked me ast :P em . I must have 

hat would tie in with your theme of articu1a~~~~, title out of 

~en feeling vaguely romantic to h:::e:~~~~ "We l.ook before 
This issue focuses on articulation, the theme of last ; teen-age crush on Shelley. _You " "To• a Skylark" has very 

Spring' s conference at Duluth. The two featured speakers d after,/And pine for what is not. . that we 
at the conference, Dr. Margaret Early and Rogers E. Onick •~ tle to do with articulation except to remind us 

1 
d to us 

have graciously consented to allow us to reprint their speeches ::~•t build a curriculum for the 70' s on what appea e 
at t~e conference. Both speeches were thoughtfully presented. ;

0 
the 40's or so's or 60°s. 

Both read well almost a year later. We are glad to have them ' . . 
1 

'th the first word of my 
in permanent form. They are worth referring to again and So tonight I am satisfied on Y wi . '"hi" to-ether--
again. We can be sure that the problems they address will not That at least reminds us that we're all in ; 't~ei'r0 

title• · th uses o · " go away. We may very well be facing them at the end of this this being the education of the young in ~ 
1 

to :raduate 
century just as we faced them at the beginning of this century fanguage, we being the teachers from pre-sc 0 \tore°and after, 
as Rogers Onick points out in his article. ' chool whohave to know what other teachers! \ ua-e (Gerald 

:re conttibuting to children, s deve~opmen~ ~~oo;:~at!o~ Is the 
The article on Minnesota writers by J. Ruth Stenerson 

is appropriate for this bicentennial year. It is a good 
introduction to Minnesota writers, and, more important, it 
indicates just how much needs to be done before we can fully 
understand the richness of Minnesota literature. Hopefully 
this article will help others to write more about the liter
ature of this state. 

Robert S. Griffin's provocative article, "A Day in the 
Life of A Student Teacher Supervisor;' . touches in a very 
practical way on some of the problems of articulation faced 
by those who supervise student teachers, by the student teach
ers, indeed, by all who teach English. 

Kincaid said that much better when e ~se t article on 
of the Game" as the title for an importan 1972 ) 

~~~~iculum development in the English Journal, May, • 

In ·spite of my good intentions of last September, 
11

~ . 
only as an excuse for a1nng 

going to . use your confer:nce theme 
my own biases and enthusiasms. 

ht articulation means. 
I understand less and less about w a f d hooe that 

· Once there was a on · 
I know what it used to mean. . reduced or reinforced at 
one could specify the skills to ~e ki~~at there were certain , 
each grade level• We used to thin . book· that we coulu 
skills certain understandings, even certain ~t-ered. I 

' · rade level to have ma~- , 
expect students at a given g "Wh was vour teacner 

A word about Minnesota English Journal and its present remember once snarling at 10th gra~ers,:, 0 
" 'u had to 

plight, financial, that is. I have been told that we print last year?" Two-thirds of them said, You wer~: g non-restrictive 
good articles, worthwhile articles. Yet we are in danger, do with apostrophes, I think, or maybe punctua ilnl matter, but 

· 1 d h · · f · 1 · 1 t' ago) It was a sma ' as so many Journa s an t eir sponsoring pro essiona organ- clauses (it was a ong ime • . hat real live students 
izations are today, of having to give up the Journal because it convinced me of the folly of expect~ng/ hion prescribed by 
of increasing costs. We have cut back the number of issues would acquire even skills in the order Y as 
this year from three to two. We hope to be able to continue the scope and sequence charts• 
to publish the Journal in subsequent years. To do so we will . • l 

b ed on hope, 10gica 
have to have tte cooperation of all English teachers at all Those charts we used to make were as h We looked at 
levels throughout the state. Encourage your fri:nds to join inferences, and scraps of research. Mostly ope. the oroducts--
MCTE. That is the_best

1 
way t? gu~ranteed the suh:vkival of

1 
ant t the way adults use language--that is, we looked att ~he.process 

important professiona organization an , we t in , an mpor ·an IJ. comprehension, for example, and tried to f~gure t co:rse is 
Journal. hy which adults arrived at it. Comprehension, o ' 
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product• we h , tht, 
it. , aven ta clue as t h 

Indeed, one psychologist has c~l~ :t-~aphpens to_produce 
e 1 t e Merlin factor. 

. Teaching is mostl 
light on th . y guess work. We have gliIT!IIl . 
h e ques t1on of h h . 1 er1ngs of 

t ey go on f ow c i dren learn oral 1 
talk of "map;I~ t~ere to learn simple reading skil1:gua~, how 
I refer to are abo:~guage development," you know tha~ the en I 
~hing west of Buffalo as :cc~rate as a New Yorker's view ofmaps 
identify large land m~ s banguage experts we know enough :ny-

. sses ut not coastal irregulariti o es. 
_When we used to make 

det~1l, reading teachers bscope and s:quence charts in minute 
a list of skills for tenthegan to notice that they came out w· 
and suffixes, reading f g7ad: (e.g. understanding prefix 1th 
a~d differences, follo ~r ~~n id:as, noticing similarities es 
different from third windg irections) that was not much 

gra e. 

Cornelia Nachbar 
curriculum is describe~o~ed the same recurrences when the 
sure.you know her hel f ~n te~s ot behavioral objectives 
Word' (_E_l~e~m~e~n~t~a~r~y~E:!1f~i1·1u!E.. article Accountability is Not~ 

- ng is, May 1974). 
I'm 

Dirty 

What use is 
~equence charts? 
in reading, when 

it to repeat skills or ob· . . 
How can you sa a chil Jectives in scope and 

the skills are ih d has mastered any skill 
e same and the content cha T nges? 

. _he trouble with curri l . . . 
pointing out, (this time . ;u um building is, as people kee 
organismically." (I th· ~t s Bob Hogan) that "Children dev~lo 
dolphins.) Hogan conti~:es~hat means they grow like weeds--orp 

"We can identif d 
sequences in thy.an study distinguishable 
ch1" ld d , eir growth if we want to Th ren on t m h . • e 
don't get in th uc mind that as long as we 
d e way of their g th 

o grow organismicall A . row • But they 
a_composition programyfor ~~ i: I_were organizing 
hi gh school I ld e Junior or senior 
account." , wou take that fact into central 

Hel · ping children gro . l 
grow physically. A lot d: in anguage is like helping them t o 
be convenient " H pends on what they digest "It ld , ogan says 11 • f • wou 
sequence of food , i on~ could decide the best 
easier if we cou1Jr~ups. For example, wouldn't it be a lot 
~read and cereals; 1%~;~ ~:=~ children from 12-13 need whole grain 
heese and other d . , eggs and dry beans• 16-17 ·1k 

airy products• 18 19 , mi ' l :1------------ , - v.egetables and fruits." 

-Robert Hogan " 
Journal F b , The Significance of 

_, e ruary 1972, pp. 261-264. 
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Prepositions," English 

Instead of scope and sequence charts, teachers today are 
Jdying the developmental cycles of childhood and adolescence. 
rime magazine generalized, sweepingly and inaccurately last 
;(,-;;Freud, Spock, and Piaget have charted almost every inch 
childhood ••• and Erik Erikson has put the final touches on a 

avincing map of adolescen·ce." As I said, such maps are very 
•0eral, but they are having their effect on curriculums--
:011g with Kohlberg' s stages of moral education. 

Although the implications of Piaget for language development 
,e by no means universally accepted, elementary teachers are 
,coming sensitive to his theories and are looking for signs of 
:ch of the developmental stages in individual children and think
;g about what these mean for evaluating language performance. 
,r instance, , the day before yesterday I was talking with a 
;0-year-old in a fourth grade class that had read a story about 
rchimedes a few weeks ago. I asked her to tell me about it. 
,e did pretty well with the human interest elements, giggling 
, she described old Archimedes leaping from his bath and running 
trough the streets shouting Eureka. She knew about the crown--
,w it was suspected of being part impure metal. But Archimedes's 
roblem was a matter of weight, shape, and volume--and she had no 
,nception, , as Piaget would predict, of these matters of 

1

0nservation. But she understood Archimedes's joy in learning 
and that was the goal I had for her) and a few of those ten
·ear-olds understood the theory of displacement. Some day I'm 

1oing to get one of them to explain it to me. 

For teachers of English at every grade level, the stages of 
language development, which psycholinguists are mapping in greater 
detail each year, have specific implications for the classroom. 
For example, we know that learning to read is an extension of 
learning to speak, that the beginning reader figures out the rules 
for written language just as he has previously figured out the 
rules for .spoken language. Knowing this, the elementary teacher 
jOesn' t expect children to read beyond their capacity to under
stand the spoken language. It's normal for children to translate 
~at they read into their own dialect. We expect oral reading 
to make sense; we don't always demand an exact match with the 
printed pa_ge. 

Another implication: you learn to read, and read widely, 
before you· add other dialects to the one you learned at home. 
~ know that children have pretty much mastered the grammar of 
their language--the language of their home environment--by the 
time they . come to school. Their facility with syntax will continue 
to develop as they mature. It won't do much good to force-feed 
that growth. That is, the time you spend on sentence-combining 
exercises may be wasted. When children are ready to move from 
a serf°es of independent clauses joined by "and" to subordinate 
clauses and from that stage · to compressing ideas into participial 
phrases and infinitives, they'll do so. 
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~e can make it more likely that the ' . 
the situations in which th 1 y 11 do so by varying 
dissertation at Syracuse ;y u;e / anguage. In a doctoral 
us :d more mature syntax ~he~nth~sewshowe~ th~t fourth graders 
us ing different modes of d' y 2ote in different situatio iscourse. ns, 

Our move 
cycles can be 
with language 

away f:om scope and sequence charts to de 
shown in language and literature Moff t velopmenta1 
presents this progression• (s • h )e , startino • ee c art " 

In literature we are again concerned . 
Years ago I proposed th t with overlapping st 
remember that child a , pre:school through high school ages, 

. ren go to literat f. , we 
enJoyment. They know what the 1·k u~e irst for unconscious 
why. Somewhere between fifth y di~ ut usually they can't say 
later for some~-they can deal:~ ei~hth grade--maybe much 
craft of writing. At th· ith literary devices, with the 

. is stage--what I' 11 d 
appreciation--they may tak 1 . ve ca e self-consci 
have felt the impact of a etp easure in examining, after they ous 
that feeling in them. In ~h~:y ~r poem, ?ow the author produced 
self-conscious because ;t . sage, their appreciation is 

L is to some degr • • . 
mature, they reach the sta f . ee imitative. Ful l y ge o conscious delight whe th ' n ey know 

Early 
Childhood 

(Pre-3) 

Unconscious 
Delight 

PURPOSES OF LITERATURE -1, 

Middle 
Childhood 

(4-6) 

Vicarious 
Experience 

Early Late 
Adolescence Adolescence 

( 7- 9 ) (10-14) 

Youth to 
Adult 

Aesthetic 
Experience 

2 Christine Martinez San J / G . M d f ose. rammatical St t 
0 

es o Writing at Fou th G d rue ures in Four s . r ra e Level Unpubl' h d . • . 
yracuse University, August, 1972 • ' is e dissertation, 

*c. Robert Carl s en E 1 - 1 , ng 1s 1 Jour71al, FP. b., J<J7 4 . 
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• 3 views. 
iltat they like~ why and are independent of critics' 

Robert Carlsen has another way of looking at stages of 
ievelopment in literature, which I've adapted somewhat in this 

~isua 1 . 
Perhaps only with respect to literature can we face practical 

questions of articulation amounting to who teaches what and when. 
obviously, when we are teaching works in common to a class or 

5
roall group, we need to agree on grade placements. The more 

~e use independent reading related to thematic units the more 
~e can tolerate specific titles appearing in successive grades. 

In the teaching of reading I can see perhaps the greatest 
[tnplications for cooperation all the way along the line from 
kindergarten to college. There was a time when high school 
teachers closed their minds to reading instruction, expecting 
that if students didn't learn to read by the end of sixth grade, 
it was no business of theirs to teach them. Now that attitude 
has changed considerably, and we are much more nearly ready to 
assume responsibilities for teaching reading in the high school. 
To do so, we must know what goes on in primary grades, what 
follows in 4, S, and 6, and what the junior high school program 

consists of. 

In reading, we can see especially clearly that articulation 
means diagnostic teaching. However, we must ask how realistic 
it is to .expect high school teachers, especially those in 
elective programs, to diagnose the reading abilities of the 
hundred or more students that constitute their load. Often it 
is a different hundred-plus every semester or every nine weeks. 
For this reason I urge the development of a diagnostic course of 
short duration for every student in ninth or tenth grade. In 
such a course the emphasis would be on the students' evaluations 
of themselves as learners. They would take many formal and 
informal tests of reading and related language skills, examine 
their interests and habits, write introspective accounts of 
how they learn, and prepare dossiers that all their teachers 

could share. 

The Council and its affiliates have special responsibilities 
toward. articulation. On a national level, the Council embraces 
the whole curriculum from pre-school to graduate English programs, 
but many affiliates center their efforts on secondary English 
only. Perhaps at both national and local levels our efforts 
are too feeble, judging by the paucity of elementary teachers 
among our members. How to attract elementary teachers and teacher
educators to our conferences and conventions is not a simple 
problem, but surely we can improve our efforts. Probably we 

3 Margaret Early. "Stages of Gnowth in Literary Appreciation," 

English Journal, March, 1960. 
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need to think again about the f sessions. If we are in ormat and content of conferenc 
wh d earnest about the d f e y owe insist on separate ses . f nee or articulation 
Should we not have many . sions or each of the levels? 
common to all levels? sessions that deal with problems . 

What Articulation of a Secondary 
English Curriculum Means 

By ROGERS E. ONICK 
Edison Junior High School, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

At a national level do we that has resulted . . need to reexamine the in a national 1 separatism and a natio=l secondary f e ementary language arts conf "A great number of English teachers have expressed 
department chai =en? con erence and a conference for er,,,, ftlicl y or private 1 y that the wor 1 d i, too much with them," ~tan C. Purves states in Deciding ~ Future: ~ Forecast £!. 

~ onsibilities £!_ Secondarv Teachers of English,~-

At state and local levels 
at~ention to the teaching of E~ 7~a~ can affiliates do to call 

1000 A.D. "By this they mean not what Wordsworth meant, that 
fife has·. become too materialistic," he continues, "but that 
~ere seem to be too many things in the world that impinge 

This year, in an attempt to t g s from pre-school to college? 
NCTE is offering three modes: rengthen the affiliate network . 
groups of affiliates wh grants to those affiliates or' 
$3000.a year for the'nex~ ~:~e~ropose th~ best way of sp~ndin 
certainly include pla years. Best ways" will g 

b 
. ns to extend serv · . 

mem erships not only to . ices and increase 
elementary schools and senior.high schools but to middle 

upon them as professionals and as people. Not too long ago 
the teaching of English seemed relatively sure: there was 
the language that had rules of grammar and spelling; there 
was writing that had certain boundaries of decency; and 

h there wa~ literature which was enshrined in certain anthologies 
sc ools, or reading lists. Matters of learning theory, of r-ew media, 

of new grammars, of new attitudes towards language, of new 

h 

, community colleges. 

THE SPECTRUM OF DISCOURSE* 

Interior Dialog 

(egocentric speech) 

Vocal Dialog 

(socialized speech) 

Correspondence 
Personal Journal 
Autobiography 
Memoir 

Biography 
Chronicle 
History 

Science 
Metaphysics 

Recording, the 
drama of what 
is happening 

Reporting, the 
narrative of 
what happened 

Generalizing, 
the exposition 
of what happens 

Theorizing, the 
argumentation of 
what will or may 
happen 

PLAYS 

FICTION 

ESSAY 

p 

0 

E 

T 

R 

y 

*James Moffett, Teach{nu ~-=~=~ the Universe f D" Mifflin, 1965. --:...::..=-=-~ 0 iscourse, Houghton 
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modes of composition, none of these had penetrated the 
purview of the English teacher. Nor had there come the 
student -rebellions, the demands for accountability, the 
teacher's sense of being a member of a labor force rather than 
a professional, or the sense that governmental policies in 
foreign and domestic affairs affected the lives and work of 

' English teachers. 

"Given the multiciplicity and fecundity of change and 
given the immensity of the problems that face the world," 
Purves _remarks, "problems ecological, psychological, economic, 
educational, social, political, and the like, the teacher of 
English is even more at a loss than he might have been only 
several years ago. We are in an age in which the present and 
the future rush at us," he points out, "and in which we 
have barely a chance to take stock of where we are. The 
teachrr's decisions become even more frenzied. How is he 

to begin to make those decisions?" 

He is to begin and can begin, I respond, through 
reading research reports published by organizations and 
particularly by the National Council of Teachers of English. 
He is to begin making those decisions by reading the book 
from which I quoted Purves and which was written by Edmund 
J. Farrell, Associate Executive Secretary of Nl.1'E. And the 
teacher is to begin and can begin by accepting the 
opportunity to articulate his subject with others of and not 
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